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Business Challenge
The complexity of court case administration can be seen 
in the many processes, overlapping and intersecting tasks, 
and substantial details that must be addressed every day.  
The intricacy of choreographing these details and attempts 
to automate repetitive tasks can be a challenge for even 
the most systematized courts and building a cohesive and 
unified approach can feel like a daunting task.

Today’s courts need support in implementing modern 
technology to solve these challenges without sacrificing 
protection of highly sensitive data or the overall court 
administration processes. Improving efficiency is more 
than an organizational goal for courts, it’s imperative in the 
mission to continuously improve in the administration of 
justice.

Solution Overview
The FullCourt Enterprise™ court case management solution 
from Justice Systems solves the most pressing challenges 
court administrators face today. Adaptability, expertise, and 
innovative technology combine to deliver courts significant 
improvement in efficiency and workflow automation. With 
the FullCourt Enterprise solution, you can expect:

 • Improved efficiency and administration of justice with  
  complete case management workflow automation 
 • Flexible, easy-to-use ad-hoc reporting capabilities  
  and over 150 standard reports to solve your toughest  
  data visibility challenges
 • Complete customization capabilities for your unique  
  workflows and efficiency objectives  
 • Integration with police record management   
  systems and other government offices and agencies  
  for improved accuracy, communication, and service
 • An integrated solution for electronic payments that  
  meets evolving consumer payment preferences and  
  optimizes resources

Powerful and unified automation technology to help courts improve 
administration of justice.

All of these features are delivered within a user-friendly, 
browser-based solution that makes it easy to complete the 
most common tasks in your case management operation.

Critical Differentiators
The FullCourt Enterprise product is a solution from Justice 
Systems, a Finvi company, and a technology provider with 
over 30 years of experience in helping courts improve and 
automate complex workflows. With a reputation for deep 
understanding of court operations and a customer-first 
service philosophy, the FullCourt Enterprise product offers 
courts a comprehensive solution that’s not simply software, 
but a comprehensive approach to the improvement of all 
responsibilities associated with court case management.

Improve your most imperative justice outcomes with the 
FullCourt Enterprise solution from Justice Systems, a 
Finvi company. Want to learn more? Call 505.883.3987 or 
visit www.justicesystems.com for more information.
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